O French: Advanced, More or Less, Part 4

This continuing intermediate/advanced-level course uses readings, grammatical reviews/exercises, and French realia from the text and outside sources to encourage correct pronunciation and conversational opportunities. Supplementary grammar exercises will allow students to acquire more sophisticated ways to express themselves in a variety of tenses and modes. The goal is to build and to perfect the fluency developed during previous semesters of study. Students will be encouraged to participate in class work in an atmosphere that is friendly and welcoming. The following books are required: *Le nouveau taxi!* 3, by Menand and Johnson, ISBN 9782011555588; *Le nouveau taxi! 3, Cahier d'exercices*, by Menand, Lincoln, and Johnson, ISBN 9782011555595; *French Three Years, 2nd edition*, by Blume and Stein, ISBN 9781567653311.